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H ERITAGE WEEKEND
B URSCOUGH
Sat. & Sun. 6th & 7th MAY 2000
This year, our Heritage Weekend will take place at
Burscough, the home of many of the boatmen who worked
on the canal. In this issue, there is an article about the town,
explaining what remains from its days as the centre for canal
boating on the Leeds & Liverpool.
The canal in West Lancashire has been identified as an
important asset, not just for encouraging tourism, but also for
local people. A West Lancashire Partnership is being formed
to develop links between the canal and the local community,
and to identify places along the canal where such work can be
undertaken. The Partnership will be officially launched on the
Friday before the Heritage Weekend, hopefully creating some
extra publicity for our event.
Over the weekend we will be providing our usual mix of
activities. There will be a towpath walk on both afternoons. On
Saturday we will look at the boatmen’s communities and wharves
on the Liverpool side of Burscough at Crabtree Lane and New
Lane, and on Sunday will will walk to Ring O’ Bells, passing

Ainscough’s Mill, Top Locks and the former canal maintenance
yard at Briers Mill.
On Saturday evening there will be a slide show on the canal
and its history which will be open to the general public.
Other activities arranged will include music, rug making
using traditional Leeds & Liverpool-style patterns, and hopefully
a demonstration of that traditional boat painting. We are also
working on some form of children’s activity, and it is hoped to
have clog dancing and some vintage vehicles on the car park
alongside the canal. There could also be a boat giving trips fro
the public.
As before, everyone is welcome whether they come by boat,
car or public transport. The old warehouse at Burscough has just
received planning permission for conversion into a restaurant,
and we have contacted the new owners to see if they would be
interested in participating. An area for a museum-type display
has been included in their plans, so our event may well fit in
with their development.

Burscough in December 1980, with Lune, worked by member Geoff Wheat and owned by
Northern Counties Carriers, delivering coal.
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Forthcoming L&LC events
Society Towpath Walks

Canal 2000, 21-24 April

22 April: Rishton to Clayton-le-Moors. This walk will be part
of Canal 2000 and will start at Norden Bridge, on the
road from Rishton to Gt. Harwood, at 11-00am. There
will probably be a stop at Church for lunch.
th
17 June: Liverpool. This walk will be part of the Mersey
River Festival and full details are listed opposite.
9th September: Bingley to Saltaire. Gary Firth, author of the
recently published book on the L&LC in Yorkshire, will
lead this walk. The start will be at 11-00am from the
car park at Cross Flatts Station, just north of Bingley.
The walk will last till mid-afternoon and there will be
a stop for a pub lunch. The return to Cross Flatts can
be made by train.

This is the inaugural event of the East Lancashire Canalside
Arts Festival. There will be a series of attractions over the
weekend, starting in Blackburn on the 21st, then Hyndburn on
the 22nd, Burnley on the 23rd and Pendle on the 24th.

nd

Mersey River Festival, 16-19 June
This is an annual event held in Albert Dock and organised
by Liverpool City Council. This year British Waterways are
participating and they are encouraging boats to visit Liverpool.
Moorings have been arranged at the Eldonian Centre at the end
of the canal, where there will be a courtesy bus to and from
Albert Dock over the weekend. For the more adventurous, there
is an assisted passage for boats to Albert Dock.
As our contribution, the Society will be organising a towpath
walk on Saturday 17th June. This will start at the Eldonian Village
at the end of the canal at 10.30am. From there we will walk to
Liverpol Locks and down to Stanley Dock, then back along Dock
Road to Leeds Street and Pall Mall to have a look at what is left
of the old canal basins. The walk will finish here at 1.00pm,
and participants can either return to the Eldonian Village or
continue on to the Festival site in Albert Dock.

Other Society Events
19 February: Milepost ‘recovery’, Foulridge to Salterforth.
Starting around 10.30am at Foulridge Wharf, there will
be a working party clearing the ground around the
mileposts on this section of canal to make them more
visible. Mike Hustler is organising the day and he hopes
to bring the boat Lancashire Enterprise which can be
used for brewing up. British Waterways are providing
tools and materials. We expect to be working from
Foulridge, so even if you cannot come for the whole
day, have a stroll along the towpath to find us and at
least give us some encouragement!
26th February: Gargrave. At 2.00pm there will be a canal slide
show and social meet at Gargrave Village Hall. Come
along and chat to other members and locals Have a
stroll along the canal beforehand. Gargrave is always
a pleasant place to visit, and this meeting is aimed at
encouraging links with local people, particularly in
smaller canalside communities.
th
11 November: Society AGM, with towpath walk in the
morning.More details in the next newsletter.
th

Schools’ Canoe Day, 21 June
This is organised by British Waterways as part of an exercise
to improve children’s awareness of the pleasures and dangers
of canals. At present, it is based in Wigan, where the local
authority has trained canoeing instructors. Groups of children
are invited down to the canal to try their hand at canoeing. The
event was started last year, and this year it is hoped to extend it
to West Lancashire and possibly into Yorkshire, though trained
instructors have to be found first. Eventually, the scheme could
be extended to all local authority areas along the canal.

Transport Day at Bingley, Sat 24 June
Following the success of the event held at Bingley on the
weekend prior to the Heritage Weekend at Shipley last year,
a second ‘Transport Day’ will take place at Midland Hill Car
Park, which is alongside the canal below Bingley 3-rise Locks.
There will be a variety of types of road transport, a trip boat,
and of course the railway runs almost alongside.
Volunteers are wanted to represent the Society. We
hope to have a stall for information about the Society and to sell
books and other material related to the canal. It is expected that
we will also have a display for visitors to look at with information
about the canal. It may also be possible to arrange a short
towpath walk to look at the locks.

Lancaster University Study Day, 5 February
The Centre for North-West Regional Studies has organised a
day, 10am to 4pm, with four talks on ‘Waterways in NW England,
Past, Present and Future’. Robert Straughton is talking about
‘North-Western Ships and Seaways’, Mike Clarke on ‘Thomas
Steers’ and ‘General Cargo Carrying on the Leeds & Liverpool
Canal, 1870-1921’, and Roger Lorenz on ‘The Steam, Coal and
Canal Project: The Bridgewater Linear Heritage Park’.
The day costs £12.00, including coffee/tea and biscuits, and
you can register with Christine Wilkinson, CNWRS, Fylde College,
Lancaster University, Lancaster, LA1 4YF.

‹

Jazz on the Water, 15 July

Children’s Canal Awareness Campaigns

British Waterways are sponsoring one day in the annual
Jazz Festival at Wigan. There will be a rally of boats, with music
aboard one of British Waterways’ boats on the canal. There will
be other attractions on the towpath and possibly fireworks in
the evening. Contact British waterways on 01942 242239 for
more details.

British Waterways are taking part in two campaigns to
encourage children to understand canals and their dangers.
In Wigan, there is the Crucial Crew over the fortnight 6-17
March and aimed at 9-10 year-olds. Later, 27 March-14 April,
there is Streetwise in Blackburn. For more information contact
British Waterways on 01942 242239.
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Happenings on the L&LC
Saint Monday, Burnley

kept possession of the rest, obtaining for themselves a useful
free warehousing facility.
Those who knew the arches twenty or thirty years ago will
remember that they had fallen into disuse and had become
something of a dumping ground. The area was virtually unknown
to Leeds residents. I worked at Leeds Industrial Museum in the
1970s, and well remember taking a couple of porters from the
museum down to my boat, then moored at Office Lock. Although
they had lived in Leeds all their life, they had not realized that
the canal ended so close to the town centre.
The current regeneration can only bring more visitors to
Leeds and be of benefit to the local community. Refurbishment of
the arches is almost complete, and other works to be undertaken
this year includes new buildings for restaurants, cafés and
leisure activities, with some office accommodation.

Every August Bank Holiday, this event is held at the Weavers’
Triangle Visitors’ Centre, situated in the former toll office at
Burnley Wharf. Your committee members, the Rothwells and
Hustlers, represented the Society, manning a stall on the wharf.
There were around a dozen stalls and Lancashire Enterprise
(contact Mike Hustler about trips on board, his address is on
the back page) provided half-hour trips for the public. Although
the poor weather meant that visitor numbers were down, the
stall helped to create interest in the canal and the Society. We
were even offered a boat!

Church Prospects Panel
This is the group which has created the mooring at Church
Kirk, reported in the last issue of Clogs & Gansey. Work is still
on-going, and they have obtained outline planning permission
for creating a picnic area alongside the mooring. British
Waterways are helping with the design of the site, and it is hoped
to include traditional Leeds & Liverpool-style artwork in this.

Skipton
Over the past few years, the towpath around Skipton’s town
centre has been undergoing a major improvement, part of a
joint £250,000 scheme, financed mainly by British Waterways,
English Partnerships and Craven District Council through the
Capital Challenge Programme.
The towpath has been resurfaced and improved with the
provision of lighting, seats and litter bins, fences have been
rebuilt and a new bridge over the canal provided. Landscaping
and signage also form part of the project.
This will improve access onto the canal from the town,
encouraging greater use, not only by visitors, but also by local
residents. It will make access for the disabled much better,
a particularly important feature as the towpath if an ideal
environment for many disabled people.

Church Warehouse
The group are also worried about the deteriorating
condition of the warehouse and Commercial pub at Church.
The warehouse is a listed Grade II structure. They are contacting
their local MP and the local c1thority, Hyndburn, to increase
pressure on the site owners to maintain the buildings.
The major problem in developing the site is the proximity
of Blythe’s Chemicals. Because of the risks caused by these
works, the buildings cannot be used for purposes that encourage
greater public access. However, this should not prohibit the
owners of the buildings from maintaining them in a better
condition. The Society will be supporting the group’s actions.

Shipley

Lancashire’s Waterways

At the moment, the canal is drained at Shipley whilst the
wash walls are being rebuilt. This is part of a long-term plan
for environmental improvements in the area, and further work
will be carried out over the next few years. Although not a
major factor, as planning was already under way, last year’s
Heritage Weekend helped to confirm the benefits of the canal
to local planners.

Work on production of a brochure to promote both the
Leeds & Liverpool and the Lancaster is progressing. Currently
advertisers are being sought - if your business needs including,
give Cheryl a ring on 01254 600631! Visits for foreign journalists
who specialise in tourism are also being arranged, so that
holidays on the canals will be advertised in several European
countries and America. The Society has been involved with
designing the brochure and giving background information
so that the tourism people heading the project understand
Lancashire’s canals special features.

Lock Gate Replacement
On the Eastern end of the canal, two sets of lock gates are
being installed this spring. Over the last twenty years or so,
when this has happened before, it was usual for the anchors
holding the curved end post of the gate into the quoin (the
curved stone recess) to be replaced. These new anchors were
fabricated and did not look anything like those they were
replacing. Adverse comment about this has been made by
several waterway historians.
When the new gates are installed, the original anchors are
to be retained. This marks an important change by British
Waterways who now look at such works more as conservation
of an historical monument, rather than a purely engineering
problem. Obviously, sometimes anchors will have to be
replaced from time to time, but I think we can now expect such

Granary Wharf, Leeds
Granary Wharf, the canalside development at Leeds Basin,
was awarded one of the City of Leeds Awards for Architecture
last November. A joint venture between British Waterways and
Leeds Canal Basin Developments Ltd., the refurbishments were
described as ‘exemplary utilisation of previously under-utilised
space under the railway’.
Once known at the Dark Arches, they were originally used for
storage of goods transported by canal. The arches were actually
built by the railway on land owned by the Leeds & Liverpool.
The canal sold enough for the pillars supporting the railway, but
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replacements to be fabricated in such a way as to maintain the
canal’s character and historical integrity. The locks in question
are:
Bingley

Bingley 5-rise Locks will be drained this spring for the
installation of new gates. It is a pair of the central gates being
replaced, and these are some of the deepest gates on the canal
system. They are being made at BW’s Northwich workshops
as the usual supplier at Stanley Ferry is busy on gates for the
Caledonian Canal and, I suspect, the Huddersfield Narrow
Canal.
Greenberfield

The bottom lock at Greenberfield is also receiving new gates
and is currently drained whist work is in progress.

Two of the 1939 BBC transcriptions from a
programme on the Leeds & Liverpool Canal.
Life and working conditions of a canalman

The duties of a lockkeeper are chiefly to keep a record of all
boats passing through the locks, giving details of goods carried,
where and when loaded, weight and destination, carriers name
or firm, issuing permits and collecting pass notes etc. These
records are forwarded each week to head office. Also to see
that no wilful damage is done to the lockgates and cloughs or
sluices as they are sometimes called, to see that no wastage of
water occurs especially in a dry summer when water has to
be supplied from the storage reservoirs. The conditions vary
according to the locality you are placed in, the nearer a town
you are and more trespassers you have to contend with in the
way of interfering with the locks and cloughs and thus causing
a wastage of water. It is also a lockkeeper’s duty to see that the
water level in the stretch of canal below his locks is kept in a
navigable condition. This he regulates by running water through
his locks or byewash as required. Sometimes a dispute arises as
to who’s turn it is for the lock when a boat arrives for up and
one for down at the same time. The lockkeeper then decides
who has to go first on con sidering the quickest way of getting
the traffic on the move and with the least wastage of water. The
canal is like the railway, open for traffic 7 days per week and all
night if need be, if the cargo is urgently required. There is not
much night travelling now, the roads have taken a good deal of
traffic which 20 years ago was carried on the canal.
A lockkeepers working hours are 7 am to 7 pm, with a day off
duty during the week, and the usual annual holiday with pay.

As a bankranger my job is to look after the canal banks,
culverts, fences and to keep the thorn hedges in order and
mow the grass etc. on the canal banks. The canal is divided
into sections called ‘Lengths’. As a foreman bankranger I am in
charge of Length 34 which extends from Scarisbrick to Orrell on
the main canal and from Burscough to Tarleton on the Rufford
Branch, a matter of about sixteen miles. I patrol my length
at least once a week to see that everything is in order (Look
for leakages in the canal banks and culverts and oil the swing
bridges). I have 50 culverts, 8 locks and 8 swing bridges in my
length. A burst in a culvert can be very dangerous causing much
flooding and damage to crops etc. near the canal. To repair a
burst in a culvert it often means putting concrete pipes through.
For this purpose we have to drive sheeting dams across the canal
at certain places and run off the water and practically work day
and night until it is repaired so that the canal traffic won’t be
delayed any longer than is necessary. A leakage on the canal
side is often caused by rats burrowing into the canal banks and
are sometimes difficult to trace. To stop these leakages we dig
down into the bank and fill up the hole with clay puddle. I have
a staff of seven men including myself. We have two barges which
we haul up and down the canal with our working material on.

Life and working conditions of a lockkeeper

A. Turner, Five Rise, Bingley, 30 July 1939
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A New Song in Honour of the Proprietors of the Navigation
Come all you Britons Old and Young
Who love to see this great work done
That is in England now begun,
This noble Navigation

God bless George the third our king,
The lab’ring men rejoice and sing,
That’ell make the hills and valley’s ring,
For this act of Navigation.

Where you have all things at command
See vessels sailing thro’ the land,
The richness of your lab’ring hand
Will bring Honour and Glory.

Where you may sail from shore to shore,
To every part the world o’er,
From other lands may bring their store,
To every part of England.

This work begun in Yorkshire,
Were you to see you’d then admire,
Hundreds of lab’ring men they hire
For this noble navigation.

You misers that does lay up gold,
I would have you to be so bold,
For ‘tis as good as the freehold,
If you lay it o’th Navigation.

If a man he be in want,
And for Money have great occasion,
Be not afraid but take a spade,
There’s money at th’Navigation.

But what think you by those brave men,
Who subscribe their money and take it again,
Are they worthy of any fame,
Or to live in Great Britain.

Britons rejoice do not lament,
But praise the king and Parliament,
Brings every true subject content,
For this act of Navigation.

No more I’ll add, but ever praise,
And with them happy days,
Glory and honour give always,
To these noble Undertakers.

There are few contemporary songs or poems relating to
canals and canal building. One which probably relates to the
Leeds & Liverpool Canal is set out below. It would have been
read or handed out by a Chapman, an itinerant salesman, as
he made his way around the country selling his goods and
telling people about happenings elsewhere in the country. In
those days of minimal schooling, not many would have been
able to read one of the few newspapers available. Instead, they
listened to the chapman as he gave out news whilst offering his
goods for sale.
This ‘New Song’ was probably printed in 1770, the year
when the Leeds & Liverpool Canal gained its Act of Parliament.

Although not mentioned by name, the canal is described as ‘…
begun in Yorkshire’ and extolls the fact that, when completed,
‘…you may sail from shore to shore’. It can only refer to the
Leeds & Liverpool.
Today, we seem to look at new projects with jaundiced
eyes, probably the result of so many of them eventually costing
far more than suggested. Then, investing in privately organised
businesses, such as canals, was something new. In fact, canals
were the most numerous of early joint-stock companies, and
they set the standard for future stock-market transactions. No
wonder that the birth of a new canal was regarded as something
which was well worth recording in verse.

Drawing by a German visitor to Bingley circa 1800.
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B URSCOUGH, A CANAL TOWN
Throughout the history of the
canal, Burscough and Lathom have
been an important area for boatmen
and their families. When the canal
was first opened from Liverpool to
Wigan in 1773, boatmen came from
canalside communities throughout
West Lancashire. Towards the end
of the nineteenth century, and
particularly after the introduction
of steam boats around 1880, they
seemed to reside more and more
around Burscough. Boatmen here
worked on the long-distance general
cargo traffic, the grain traffic or the
Liverpool coal trade.
Although there certainly were
families who lived on the canal
boats, the majority had houses on the
The c1850 OS Map of the canal from New Lane to Burscough
bank. Boats on the Leeds & Liverpool
originally carried around 35 tons, and
as boat design improved, this was raised to 50 tons. Such a the boat horse built behind or near them.
cargo could generate sufficient money to support two families
Coming towards Burscough from Liverpool, the first
per boat, and for the last hundred years boats were usually boatmen’s houses were between Gregson’s Bridge and Great
Score. Known as Bog Houses, they were demolished about
thirty years ago.
There are many boatmen’s houses at New Lane, though a
few alongside the road to the north of the canal have also been
demolished. Behind the terrace facing the canal were a series
of stable blocks running away from the canal at right angles.
Most of these have also been recently demolished.
On the opposite side of the canal was a manure wharf, now
much overgrown. On the other side of the road is the Farmer’s
Arms which used to serve the boating community, providing
stabling for boat horses. During the Second World War, a pill
The Farmers Arms at New Lane showing the pill box
box was erected at the canal end of the stables. This was part
on the end of the stables
of a defensive line to protect against a possible invasion here.
worked by men, their families living in houses alongside the There are other such works alongside the canal, and until
canal. Many of these houses, usually built between 1880 and recently the remains of tank traps were still visible at some of
1920, still remain and can often be identified by the stable for the canal bridges.

left: The Slipway and stables. right: Boatmen’s housing, with stables behind, in Crabtree Lane.
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Burscough Bridge circa 1910.
To the south of New Lane Bridge are several more semidetached houses built for boatmen, with St. Andrew’s Mission
beyond. Built for the boating community, the mission was first
established around 1860 or 70 in the stables alongside the
Slipway in Crabtree Lane. It moved to its present site around
1930 and this corrugated building is probably the last Boatmen’s
Mission in Britain still to be used as a place of worship.
Walking from the Mission down Crabtree Lane we pass more
boatmen’s housing before reaching the swing bridge. On the
Liverpool side is another manure wharf, whilst the Slipway on
the other side used to be a shop selling everything needed by
the boating community from food for both people and horses
to towing lines. There was also a baker’s oven for baking fresh
bread. The old Mission was held in the room over the stables,
which was also used for dances at weekends. On the north side
of the canal are more houses built for boatmen’s families.
Halfway between here and Burscough, there used to be a
swing bridge which was removed in the 1890s. Beyond, behind
a modern engineering works, is another manure wharf where
mooring rings can still be found on the tow path. Here, the canal
enters the town of Burscough and many boatmen lived in the
terrace streets close to the canal. On sunny summer’s days, the

boatmen’s wives would sit outside, often knitting a gansey for
their husband. This was part of the traditional clothing worn by
boatmen - a navy blue woollen guernsey knitted with five needles
such that there was no seam. The top half was patterned, much
like a fisherman’s gansey, though as far as is known there was
no special design for each family.
The canal yard and warehouse, just through the bridge,
were built in the 1880s for storage for proven and hay used by
the canal companies horses. There was also a workshop for
making leather tackle for the horses, together with stabling and
loose boxes. Horses were sent here when they were in need of
vetinary attention, and horses were often allowed to rest on local
fields. Farmers sometimes allowed this for free as long as they
could use the horses occasionally.

The former proven warehouse at Burscough Yard
circa 1980.
Proven was purchased from Ainscough’s, the local millers,
and hay was purchased from local farmers. Every week, a horse
boat would be loaded with proven and hay for distribution to the
canal company’s stables, in particular those in East Lancashire.
Early in the ninteenth century, Burscough became less important
as a centre for the company’s horses. The new stables at Burnley
took over the role, with the manufacture and repair of horse
tackle being transferred to Skipton.
However, the office remained open, particularly for the
payment of wages every second Friday when the boatmen’s
wives would line up outside for their money. They were paid
the normal weekly wage, while their husbands could be given
a ‘sub’, possibly coming out of their trip money, an additional

A pair of Ainscough’s boats approaching the mill after
A plan of Burscough Yard, showing the various turning at Top Locks.
buildings.
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amount paid which depended upon
the distance travelled.
More recently, following the
closure of Briers Mill Yard, the yard
has been used as a centre for the
maintenance of the canal.
Just before the railway bridge is
Ainscough’s Mill, the firm receiving
most of its supplies of grain by boat
from the docks in Liverpool or
Birkenhead. They had their own boats,
a new fleet of motor boats being built
in the 1930s. These boats were named
after the firm’s horses, of which the
management was particularly proud.
Beyond the railway bridge, the
canal passes to former Ordnance
Depot where the crane used for
unloading boats can still be seen.
The canal east of Burscough from a c.1850 OS map.
This was not the only such depot
on the canal, a large munitions store
being established at Salterforth, where the wharf is still visible, of the houses closest to Burscough were used by maintenance
and boatyard workers, and there was also a smithy here, now
during the First World War.
Top Locks, at the junction of the Rufford branch, is a classic converted into a house. Next to the main line of the canal, one
canal community dating back to the eighteenth century. Most house used to have a baker’s oven in its cellar, the baker selling
bread to passing boatmen. The lockkeeper’s cottage at the top
of the locks was, at one time, single storey. Behind it, there are
more houses built for boatmen, together with their stables.
The drydock was built wide enough for two horse boats,
which sat on wooden blocks, side by side, whilst being repaired.

The drydock at Top Locks in the late-1970s, with the Juno
under repair. Formerly one of the coal boats belonging
to John Parkes & Sons, at this time it usually provided
accommodation alongside the sports field at Parbold.

The canal inspector’s house at Briers Mill Yard. The
boathouse for Waterwitch was just beyond.
However, the dock is fairly shallow, making it less suitable for
motor boats which are deeper in the water. There was also a
slipway, operated by the Tyrer family, on the off-side of the
canal just past the junction. The Tyrer family may also have
been owners of a fleet of boats.
The next swing bridge, Glover’s, received its name from the
Glovers, a family of boat owners who lived in the house here.
In the early nineteeenth century, they part-owned one of the
largest fleets on the canal.
Just beyond the bridge, on the off-side, is Briers Mill Yard
which for many years was centre for the maintenance of the
western end of the canal. It received its name from a windmill

A photo, taken from a 1930s newspaper, of Tyrer’s boatyard with the houses at Top Locks in the background.
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which used to stand nearby. The remains of the maintenance
yard can still be found. There are the foundations for several
buildings — carpenters shop, smithy, etc. — and there are
mooring rings along the canal bank.
The inspector responsible for the condition and maintenance
of the Lancashire section of the canal lived in the canalside house
here. For many years he was from the Moss family, the Bateman’s
holding a similar position in Yorkshire.
Just beyond the house was the boathouse which
accommodated the Waterwitch, the Leeds & Liverpool’s
inspection launch. It was used by the canal’s directors when
they were visiting places along the canal, and was also used for
taking the canal’s main customers for pleasure trips — a perk
which railway companies could not offer!

At Ring O’ Bells is another canalside terrace of boatmen’s
housing, with some of its associated stabling still standing
behind. Here lived many of the boatmen employed on the grain
boats of the local miller, Ainscough’s, and the East Lancashire
miller, Appleby’s, though there were also boatmen working on
all the other traffics. These were not the last boatmen’s houses,

A 1920s view of one of Hunt’s boats at Ring O’ Bells
loaded with empty cable drums for return to the factory
at Leigh.
and there were others at Spencer’s Bridge and at Giants Hall
Lane, Newborough. Many boatmen lived elsewhere, but these
canalside houses around Burscough formed one of the largest
The manure wharf at Ring O’ Bells some years ago.
Manure was also delivered on the opposite side of
the canal on the site of the former pyroligneous acid
Just before Ring O’ Bells Bridge, there is a large cobbled
manure wharf. This was used by the Corporation of Liverpool
who owned a farm just down the road. Originally, the manure
from Liverpool comprised, in those days before sewage works,
of night soil and street sweepings — horse droppings. Farmers
were glad of this as it provided good fertiliser and they allowed
it to be spread on their fields free of charge. However, over the
years the quality of the manure declined as sewers reduced
the amount of night soil and the volume of refuse, such as tins
and paper, increased. Farmers started demanding payment
for disposing of such manure, so Liverpool purchased a farm
near Ring O’ Bells where they could dump nightsoil mixed with
rubbish without hinderance. The trade declined in the early
years of the twentieth century, but the last boat did not finish
carrying such a cargo until after the Second World War.

One of the Gibbons family poses with his boat horse
outside the stables behind the canalside terrace at Ring
O’ Bells.
most important canal boating communities in the country, with
only those at Middlewich and Braunston rivalling it in size.

The canal around Ring O’ Bells
from a c.1850 OS map.
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BURNLEY EMBANKMENT

left: Leather ’s plan of
Grimshaw’s mine under the
embankment.
below: The culvert under
the embankment which
had, subsequently, to be
strengthened.

The archive material relating to the Leeds & Liverpool Canal
is extensive and contains many interesting historical sidelines.
One, recorded here, relates to mining under the canal and the
problems of subsidence.
Today, we tend to think of coal mines as large establishments
with a variety of buildings at the top of deep mine-shafts. It was
very different at the start of the nineteenth century when coal
was mined from relatively shallow pits.
It was always realised that coal mining would cause problems
for the canal, and clauses were included in the canal’s Act of
Parliament allowing the canal company to purchase coal under
the canal to prevent subsidence. Access to mines had to be
granted to the canal company’s mining engineer, and he drew
up plans showing where coal was being extracted close to the
canal. From these, the purchase of coal for the support of the
canal was agreed.
Sometimes there were difficulties. The map above was
drawn up by George Leather for the canal company after there
had been slippage of the embankment at Burnley. It shows the
extent of Mr. Grimshaw’s coal workings which were probably
responsible for the slip.
The method of mining was to drive a tunnel through the
coal and then to extend side headings away from this tunnel
to remove the coal. Columns of coal were left to support the
ground above. Leather looked at the tunnels and the headings
leading away from then and stated:
In proceeding to measure … it had the appearance
of much more coal being left than was necessary
for the regular execution of the works; but feeling
it my duty to possess myself of every information
in my power, I proceeded wherever the Heads were
accessible, to examine how they had been carried
on, and invariably found they increased in width as

they proceeded leaving the Posts very thin & in some
places quite through and the Heads worked one into
another. … [Some parts] I could not examine on
account of their having either fallen in or been filled
with earth from other parts of the mine.
The coal being worked here was called the Pilling Field,
and it appears that coal in the Five Foot Mine, a seam about
30 feet lower, had already been extracted prior to the canal’s
construction.
Normally about one sixth of the coal was left to provide
support for the roof whilst work was in progress, and this was
increased to around a half where subsidence needed to be
avoided. Because of the embankment and the earlier mining,
Leather suggested that all the coal under the canal should be
purchased.
I am not sure of the outcome regarding the purchase of coal
for support, but subsidence did affect the embankment later.
If you enter the culvert, illustrated above, you can still see how
the stone arch has had to be strengthened to compensate for
mining subsidence.
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BOAT INSPECTION

OLD CINE FILM OF THE L&LC

Peter Worden from Blackburn sent me this newspaper
cutting from the Northern Daily Telegraph of February 7,

Peter is also well-known for his collection of old cine
films. Riley Green boatyard features anong these with a boat,
the James, being launched in 1947 and another boat passing
the yard loaded. Peter also has a very short clip of a horse
boat working on the Lancaster Canal from around the same
period. Also available from another source are views of boats
at Whitebirk Power Station and a boat being launched at
Whitebirk dockyard. Videos of these films should be on show
at the Heritage Weekend at Burscough.
If you know of any old cine film — or old photographs
— could you tell any of the committee members where they
are as we would like to produce a video of historic images of
the canal.

Burnley Registered Boats from 1905
Bertha
Rowley
Bankhall
Clifton
John O’Gaunt
Baronet
Charles Wilding
John Bull
Neptune
Baronet
Panmure
123
Ivy
Copyhold
Gerald
Sydney
Hapton
Gannow
Isabel
Sarah
Elizabeth
Habergham
No.1
Lark
Charity
No.2
Baronet
Kate
Bee Hole
Emma
Violet
Ida of Salterforth
346
Reedley
Alert
Active
Our Girls
Ann
Henry

Several sets of boat inspection and registration records
survive. Those for Leeds are in the Leeds Record Office,
Blackburn’s are in the Lancashire Record Office in Preston,
Wigan’s are in the Wigan Record Office in Leigh and Liverpool’s
are in the Liverpool Record Office. British Waterways Archive in
Gloucester also holds some of the registration certificates for
Canal Transport boats.
The records give the name, owner and registration number
of the boat, the size of the accommodation and the number of
people who can use it, and sometimes the name of the captain.
On some records the changes in captain have been listed. If
the boat was newly built, the name of the builder could be
recorded, and if the registration follows a change of ownership,
this is also noted.
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Richard Crabtree, Salterforth

exors. Col. Hargreaves
Mr. Holgate Marsden of Salterforth
exors. Col. Hargreaves
exors. Col. Hargreaves
L&LC
Joseph Stephenson, Burnley
exors. Col. Hargreaves
exors. Col. Hargreaves
John Sagar, Salterforth
exors. Col. Hargreaves
for exors. Col. Hargreaves
Burnley Brick and Lime
Holgate Marsden, Salterforth
Joseph Stephenson, Burnley
exors. Col. Hargreaves
Brooks and Brooks
exors. Col. Hargreaves
Brooks and Brooks
exors. Col. Hargreaves
Thos. Henry Cox, Adlington Rd., Burnley
Burnley Brick and Lime
exors. Col. Hargreaves
John Sagar & Sons
L&LC
Burnley Brick and Lime
Burnley Brick and Lime
Burnley Brick and Lime
East Lancashire Coal Company
Alf Marsden, Salterforth
Wm. Darbyshire, Cowling Brow, Chorley

BOOK REVIEW

The Leeds & Liverpool Canal in
Yorkshire by Gary Firth
Published just before Christmas, this new book by member
Gary Firth is one of a new series of waterway photograph books
published by Tempus Publishing. Gary has located a good
number of previously unpublished photos, though he has had
to include some from Lancashire as it would be difficult to find
sufficient from Yorkshire alone.
A few errors have crept in, particularly with identifying the
various types of boat used on the Leeds & Liverpool. One in
particular shows a christening on a narrow boat which has been
published before and captioned as being on the L&LC. The photo
was reputedly taken by Wigan vicar, William Wickham, and is
one of several of narrow boats in his collection. They were taken
in the midlands, possibly near Lichfield where Wickham went to
the Theological College. Similar photos are in other collections,
so these narrow boat photos may not even have been taken by
Wickham - a mystery which needs resolving.
These criticisms apart, the book is well worth purchasing
and should be on the bookshelf of any L&LC enthusiast.
ISBN 0 7524 1631 6
235mm x 165mm, 128 pages, £9.99

Aspects of Blackburn

Contents
Heritage Weekend ..................................................1
Forthcoming events ................................................2
Reports on other events and meetings.....................3
Bankranger and lockkeeper’s work ........................4
A Canal Song ..........................................................5
Burscough..............................................................6
Burnley Embankment ............................................10
Burnley Boat Inspection ........................................11
Films and Photos ...................................................11

One of a series of local history books, Aspects of Blackburn
is a compilation of articles written by local historians. One article
is by your Chairman, Mike Clarke, and was written together with
Sam Yates who used to work at Hodson’s boatyard at Whitebirk.
The article looks at the history of boat building at the yard, with
a description of some of the places and faces there.
ISBN 1-871647-56-8
230mm by 155mm, 192 pages, £9.95

COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Chairman (& Newsletter Ed.)
Mike Clarke, 41 Fountain Street, Accrington, BB5
0QR.
01254 395848
Secretary
Marilyn Sumner, 152 Tower Hill Road, Upholland, Nr.
Wigan, WN8 0DT. 01695 632089
Minutes Secretary
Anne (and Alan) Holden, 48 Marlborough Road,
Accrington, BB5 6AY. 01254 232759
Treasurer
Marilyn (and John) Freear, Worsley Dry Dock, Worsley
Road, Worsley, M28 2WN. 0161 728 4211
Mike Hustler, 7 Hollington Street, Colne, BB8 7BP

John Stott, 22 Bracken Ghyll Drive, Silsden, BD20
9QT.

Because of the length of the canal, we have divided the canal into
three sections with a committee member to co-ordinate activities on
each length. We would be happy for more people to take responsibility
for short lengths of the canal - to look after the recording programme
and to make contact with local societies, such as local history societies,
whose interests could include the canal.
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Yorkshire Members (Leeds-Greenberfield):
David & Isabel Shuttleworth, Southbank, 32 Old Hollins
Hill, Guiseley, LS20 8EW. 01943 873863
East Lancashire Members (Greenberfield-Wigan Top
Lock):
Geoff & Margaret Rothwell, 86 Lower Manor Lane,
Burnley, BB12 0EF. 01282 702249

